
 
 

 
 

POWER SYSTEMS -1I 

 QUESTION BANK 

UNIT–I (Transmission Line Parameters) 

1.What is bundled conductor? Where and why is it used? What is the GMR of a four strand bundle. 

2. Find the inductance of line consisting two ACSR conductors spaced between 

conductors is 1.3m as shown in below Figure. The outer diameter of the single layer of aluminum strand 

is 45.2mm and the radius of each strand is 7.3mm. Assuming neglect the effect of the central strand of 

steel on inductance. 

3. Calculate the capacitance of a two wire line. If the conductors are spaced equally, How do you 

calculate the capacitance of a three –phase line? 

 

UNIT–II (Performance of Short and Medium Length Transmission Lines) 

1. Evaluate the generalized circuit constraints for short and medium (both T and ) transmission lines 

2. Solve the a 220 KV, 3-phase, 150 KM,50 Hz transmission line delivers a load of 100 MW at  0.85 pf 

lagging.  The line has per phase a total impedance of Z=(40+j 125) ohms and a total shunt admittance 

Y=j0.001 mho. Determine: i) sending end line voltage ii)sending end current   iii) sending end power 

factor  iv) surge impedance loading of the line.  Use nominal T method. 

 

UNIT–III  (Performance of Long Transmission Lines) 

1. Explain the classification of lines based on their length of transmission. 

2. Determine the expressions for voltage and current distribution over a long line.  Explain the    

    significance of characteristic impedance loading in connection with the long lines. Deduce the  

    above voltage and current relations in the hyperbolic form and obtain the element values of an  

    equivalent to represent the long lines. 

UNIT – IV (Power System Transients) 

1. Starting from first principle show that surges behaves as travelling waves. Find expressions 

    for surge impedance and wave velocity. 

2. Determine the expression for reflected, refracted waves when line terminated with inductance and    

    Capacitance 

UNIT–V (Various Factors Governing the Performance of Transmission line) 

1 Deduce expression for the magnitudes of incident and reflected voltages at any point on a transmission 

line in terms of voltage and current at receiving end characteristic impedance and propagation constant 

of the line. Show how these expressions are useful in determining voltage and current distribution along 

the line. 

2. Explain the skin effect, ferrenti effect? Determine the equation for potential gradient in a single phase 

ine?                 

UNIT–VI  (Sag and Tension Calculations and Overhead Line Insulators) 

1. Determine the equation for sag and tension using catenary method? Give the mathematical expression 

for 3-disc string of insulators? 

2. Determine the equation for string efficiency on a long transmission line? Define string char? 


